VIII. Protecting Participants

One of the most important roles that a community organization can play in genetic research is in ensuring that study participants, as well as the community as a whole, are sufficiently protected from the risks posed by such research. Community organizations can work to protect their members and the communities they represent on a number of different levels. Prior to becoming involved in a genetic study, organizations can draft guidelines to screen proposed studies to ensure that they are led by responsible researchers and provide both clear benefits and appropriate safeguards. For instance, some of the Jewish organizations that have been contacted by researchers recruiting for studies on the BRCA1/2 genes in the group have mandated strict qualifications for distributing lists of their members. Alternately, some organizations have established advisory committees made up of health care professionals and community leaders to review and select proposed studies. Screening studies is especially important for organizations that are considering making lists of members or clients available to researchers.

Once involved in a genetic study, community organizations can work to transmit community concerns to researchers. In communities with diverse views and values this may require organizations to formally sample members of the community regarding their views on genetic research. In response to these concerns, organizations can assist researchers in designing informed consent forms that sufficiently address the risks of the study. In particular, community organizations should work to ensure that informed consent includes specific descriptions of the risks of discrimination and group stigmatization. In comparison to the risks of physical harm, these risks may be
downplayed on consent forms for genetic research. In genetic studies where researchers plan to store DNA samples or use them for other studies, organizations should press to have such secondary uses clearly stated on consent forms. If community members are concerned about the misuse of genetic information gathered from DNA samples, organizations can press researchers to develop necessary protocols to maintain the confidentiality of DNA samples and associated genetic information. This may entail removing personal information, including race and ethnicity from samples. Alternately, it may mean limiting the secondary uses of samples.

Ensuring that consent is adequately obtained may also require organizations to assist researchers in drafting forms that correspond to the community’s language and cultural values. This may be particularly important in communities where a majority of individuals do not speak the same language as researchers or have little exposure to science education. In working with researchers to design and implement informed consent, it is also important for community organizations to work to communicate accurate views of benefits and risks to community members.

Finally, to ensure that genetic information is protected in society at large and is not used in discriminating or stigmatizing ways, community organizations can advocate for genetic privacy legislation at national and state levels. While many states currently have some form of legal protection for genetic information, the uses that such protections extend to vary widely. Currently there exist no comprehensive federal genetic privacy regulations, although a bill entitled the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act has been repeatedly introduced in both the Senate and the House of Representatives. As of the end of 2006, it has yet to become law.
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